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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS 

Ms Lavin and Ms Toppi were co-sureties who jointly and 
severally guaranteed a company’s loan from a bank. After the 
bank called on the guarantees and had commenced proceedings 
against the co-sureties, Ms Lavin settled with the bank for an 
amount less than half of the amount owed to the bank and 
obtained a covenant from the bank not to sue. Ms Toppi later 
discharged the balance, being more than half of the amount 
owing. Ms Toppi commenced proceedings for contribution 
against Ms Lavin for the shortfall. Ms Lavin resisted on the 
basis that her and Ms Toppi’s liabilities as co-sureties were not 
coordinate because of the covenant not to sue.

Litigation history

At first instance1 Ms Toppi succeeded. Rein J applied Carr 
v Thomas2 to the effect that the covenant not to sue enjoyed 
by one co-surety did not deprive the other co-surety who has 
repaid the debt of the right to seek contribution and did not 
render the co-sureties’ respective liabilities non-coordinate. 

On appeal,3 Ms Lavin’s appeal was dismissed. Leeming JA, 
with whom Macfarlan and Emmett JJA agreed, reasoned 
that the covenant not to sue did not render the co-sureties’ 
liabilities anything other than coordinate. A covenant not to 
sue, as a mere ‘promise in respect of [the] primary liability’4 will 
(usually) not alter or extinguish that liability or the underlying 
cause of action founded on it. Rather, it will only prevent, as a 
matter of contract, action being taken in respect of the liability 
or cause of action, neither of which is extinguished.5 That is the 
premise of the covenant not to sue: that the liability continues 
to exist and a promise is made in relation to it. That is so even 
though the covenant may be pleaded in bar as a release or 
used as an equitable defence enforceable by injunction, if the 
covenantor pursues the underlying cause of action in breach of 
the covenant.6 Thus, the bank’s covenant with Ms Lavin did not 
alter the liabilities Ms Lavin and Ms Toppi both had as between 
themselves, which accordingly remained coordinate.7 

Leeming JA noted that the right in equity to contribution of 
a co-surety in respect of coordinate liabilities arises before that 
co-surety had paid more than its fair share, whereas at common 
law the right to contribution arises in a co-surety only after that 
co-surety has paid more than its fair share. Ms Toppi had a right 
to contribution at least from when the bank demanded the 
whole amount of the company’s debt from her and commenced 
proceedings against her.8 

His Honour held further that it was not necessary for the 
resolution of the appeal ‘to identify with precision the 
circumstances when relief is available in advance of payment, 

which at least in part reflects equity’s power to grant relief quia 
timet’.9 In the result, Ms Toppi’s existing right to contribution 
could not have been lost by Ms Lavin settling with the bank.10 
In general, the right to contribution may be qualified or 
excluded by contract.11 As such, it was necessary to construe 
the guarantee to see whether it altered the position. Here, it 
did not do so. 

High Court

The High Court dismissed the appeal in a unanimous 
judgment (French CJ, Kiefel, Bell, Gageler and Keane JJ). The 
High Court agreed that the bank’s covenant not to sue Ms 
Lavin did not release her from liability under the guarantee; 
the co-sureties continued to share coordinate liabilities under 
the guarantee and Ms Toppi had a right of contribution. The 
High Court stated that ‘[i]n addition, the Court of Appeal’s 
conclusion is supported by a broader equitable view of the 
rights of co-sureties between each other’.12 That broader view 
was that a co-surety’s right to contribution ‘was cognisable in 
equity even before [Ms Toppi] made [her] disproportionate 
payment’ to the bank.13 

The court held that from the moment the debtor company 
defaulted upon its loan to the bank, or at least from when the 
bank made demands of the guarantors, both Ms Lavin and Ms 
Toppi were ‘under a common obligation’ to pay the whole of 
the debt.14 The court noted that ‘[t]he utility of the device of 
the covenant not to sue is that it does not discharge the liability 
of the covenantee under the guarantee’. This preserved the 
creditor’s rights against other sureties since if a creditor releases 
one surety, all are released.15 Accordingly, the covenant not to 
sue did not alter the liability. 

The court noted that equity’s recognition of the right to 
contribution before disproportionate payment is based on 
equity’s ability to act quia timet. Thus, the equitable right to 
contribution will arise where a disproportionate payment by 
a co-surety, and thus that co-surety’s loss, is ‘imminent’16 or 
‘sufficiently imminent’.17 In contrast, the common law right to 
contribution arose only after disproportionate payment; such 
payment was ‘an essential element of the right’.18 

Here, there was clearly sufficient imminence from when the 
bank commenced proceedings against the co-sureties.19 This 
was enough to dispose of the proceedings, since that occurred 
before the covenant not to sue was agreed. 

The court commented further that the earliest time at which 
there was sufficient imminence was when the co-sureties ‘were 
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